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CORRUPTION THREAT TO ECONOMIC
RECOVERY AND SECURITY
Point of Fact : The United States Government
gave funds to research described as
“FECES”and the President of the University of
Waterloo Deliberately Lied -Felony Fraud.
The Whole Problem has been the Willingness of
Federal Personnel to Accept Lying over Science
Beneficial to the Taxpayer :Criminal Conspiracy.
As President and a Major World Leader, your
Decisions MUST be made based on completely
dependable Information! If the information is corrupt , YOUR
decision will be WRONG ! EXAMPLE: WMDs!!! President
Obama, after the near disaster of the attempted Christmas
airliner bombing you said the system needed to be
fixed,well , sir, use my case as a powerful DETERRENT
proving that you will not accept the substandard,
cronyism,or any corruption , and anyone who participates in
federal programs MUST be truthful, honest and in complete
compliance with , not only the full letter, but the SPIRIT of
the program as well and be ready to be held FULLY
ACCOUNTABLE with the enforcement of the law and
penalties : the strongest DETERRENTS you have available to
ensure the success of your mission. Favouritism will not be
acceptable, nor any other excuses.
Research Centres that cheat steal from the Health Care
System keeping costs high : cheaters hurt people.
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POINT OF FACT EXAMPLE; as of August 2009
Reproductive Researchers working with stem cells in the UK
have retracted their work admitting plagiarism and
misconduct. I was blacklisted by reproductive scientists
because they feared I would expose misconduct in the US ,
Canada,and the U.K. Lying , cheating and misconduct by
Reproductive Scientists is very bad and harms everyone.
POINT in FACT: blocking cancer research, any medical
discoveries, increases the cost of health care. And if the
pharmaceutical industry was involved with the University of
Waterloo to do this, then there are other very serious issues
that must be answered. Including the acts of Criminal
Conspiracy which came to involve federal U.S. Personnel.
PRECEDENT : U.S. Researchers INTENTIONALLY
infected hundreds of Guatemalan mental patients with
STDs without their knowledge or permission more than
60 years ago!
Dateline October 2010 : Sec. of State ,Hilary Clinton and
HHS Sec. Kathleen Sebelius offered extensive apologies
for actions taken by the U.S. Public Health Service.
Admission of past wrong doing by PHS: credible
precedent.
Part of the present problem presented by Greenhalgh is
that the PHS may have entered into a , legal definition ,
Criminal Conspiracy to cover up wrong doing by the
University of Waterloo :felony scholarship fraud.
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BAD MENTORS AND BAD LEADERSHIP
Madoff, Skilling, Abramoff, and TOO many others are
examples of bad mentors and public leaders whom have
misused their privileged positions of authority and power to
cause society harm. Just because someone is in a position of
power and authority over anyone does NOT make them
automatically a good mentor , nor forms any kind of
guarantee from corruption. Who were the “mentors” to the
Lehman Brothers and other bankers who received bailout
money? What happened to the people who spoke up
warning the SEC? They were forced to retire or quit: what
kind of “mentoring” is that? Bad people must be “checked
and balanced” by honest regulators. Up to now, the
University of Waterloo has laughed at the U.S. Regulators at
PHS, unless they are in their “pockets”, which the evidence
may allege. Unless you enforce the law, can the American
taxpayer believe you are doing your job?
POINT OF FACT EXAMPLE: Madoff has stated that he was
interviewed several times in the past by SEC officials , and
each time he felt that the “jig” was up and he was going to
be caught. He wasn't and he continued on with his Ponzi
scheme to harm many more people that he should not have.
A few people tried to warn the SEC , at risk to their own
careers, but the SEC refused to listen: greed and self interest
blocked their hearing. With the Nigerian airline bombing
near disaster, the US had many people come forward to
warn US officials who did nothing but misplace or lose the
intelligence, and doing nothing is the worse thing you can
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do if you wish to avoid disasters. President Obama there is
an abundance of written , documented material I have sent
to the U.S. Government over the years
(PHS/NIH/FDA/ORI/DOJ/FBI plus others) and there is a
recurrent theme of avoidance and denial, just like with
Bernie Madoff and the Nigerian bomber. Now, Sir , you must
consider the potential harm if the research is ignored. Like,
Madoff , like the personnel given info on the Nigerian
Christmas airliner bomber attempt; like the failure to ensure
safety standards for Oil Drilling in the Gulf; or ... :you can act
and prevent harm, or let disaster run its course; now the
choice is YOURS!
POINT in FACT: August 2009 Germany, 100 professors
charged with fraud for granting Ph.D.s in return for bribes.
The University of Waterloo-Yale scholarship fraud is the
same thing but required lying to the U.S. Federal
government. A Criminal Conspiracy.
IMPORTANT EXAMPLE: Priests molesting altar boys.
Douglas Wright, mentor to RIM (Research in Motion,the
Blackberry), multimillionaire who sat on many boards of
directors in the US, Canada, and the UK , former President of
the University of Waterloo, is a proven liar , cheat and
corrupt businessman. He is a bad mentor to society and the
education system. And he is proven to have lied in writing
for NIH funds with premeditated intent : felony fraud. Worst,
he violated the SPIRIT of the very federal programs to which
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he was giving deliberately FALSE SIGNED ASSURANCES.
And even worst still, by doing so, he suppressed research
valuable to and paid for by the taxpayers. Research that
could have helped to reduce the cost of health care. Part of
that research is why I am contacting you.
Why should you care ? The future lives of your children,
and all of mankind's children are at risk: if you do not act on
what I will explain to you, there may not be a future for
anyone. Who, in heaven's name am I to make such a claim? A
person so important that Douglas Wright and the combined
influence of the Universities of Waterloo and Yale was used
to blacklist and suppress me. To prove my credentials I must
demonstrate the malice and corruption of my detractors. My
research has been vindicated, and my new research
theories indicate that the coming environmental crisis will
make the financial crisis inconsequential; and so must be
avoided( it is still avoidable if the world chooses to act
together).I have emphasized that Douglas Wright as a man
of considerable financial and political influence is a liar and
cheat , who out of malice blocked research and violated my
human rights: he had a choice , and you must realize he
CHOSE malice and corruption/felony acts.
Historical Perspective: The Tuskegee Airman.
It was “scientifically proven” that Afro-Americans were
physiologically (subhuman) incapable of being pilots: a lie
paid for by special interests. Therefore, you should
appreciate the power that MALICE and corruption have over
scientific results and institutions. Should someone have
stood up and challenged the funding; and been black listed
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and lost their career? Roosevelt promoted the airmen so
they became part of history. Good for Roosevelt. Based upon
my upbringing I have stood up for truth and ethics and up to
now have been black listed and career damaged. The
research has been vindicated,so are you equal to Roosevelt?
I am asking you to review my theories and proposals.
And now you have reversed the decision on federal
funding for embryonic stem cell research and have turned
to PHS/NIH personnel to set the ethics standards for this
research. Excuse me but Embryonic Stem Cell research is
part of Reproductive Endocrinology , and I AM a published
Reproductive Endocrinologist who has been suppressed
and blacklisted with the help of some of the very people to
whom you are now turning to set ethical standards?!! Why
won't they act unethically now as they have in the past; many
have been proven to have lied in order to cover up
plagiarism and academic fraud involving US federal funds ,
and the fact is that there is NO statutes of limitations for
federal fraud committed against the US federal government!
Are these people you are proposing to set guide lines
prepared for a TEST in the public light to see if they are up
to the job. After all with your recent Education Initiative you
have declared that you are not going to accept substandard
teachers; does this also apply to federal personnel
responsible for ethics and human rights ? Or will your
administration be the equivalent to the one that allowed the
Tuskegee syphilis experiments to go on for years after the
results were in ,only because the people being studied were
deemed to be of little worth to society. Is this the earmark of
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your administration too? As of 2010 Sec of State Hilary
Clinton has apologized for a US funded syphilis
experiment in Guatemala 60 years ago..Will they (your
present science advisers ) answer the simple questions of 1]
is lying for money, fraud?, and 2] is research described in
official documents in derogatory terms as FECES,
EXCELLENT? Y/N?
August 2010 U.S. Court Rules Against Obama's Stem Cell
Policy : part of the lawsuit came from scientists (Drs.
Sherley and Deisher ) who work with adult stem cells who
claim harm to their work by increasing competition for
limited federal funding. Fact, review my research proposals
for the early nineties and there is “you could grow your own
organs” statement explaining how somatic cells could be
used. In fact I met with Dr. Rao of the U of Kentucky and part
of my cancer theories involved stem cells etc. Louisville is
now claiming stem cell advances, but that is much more than
a decade later. Dr. Rao, I claim was influenced by U of
Waterloo or the American government to enter into the
criminal conspiracy to cover up federal fraud committed by
Yale and Waterloo. How can you prove that? Ask Dr. Rao to
answer publicly whether research described as feces is
excellent,and if lying for money is fraud? To publicly answer
the questions. You could call him before a Grand Jury and
ask more questions, but the RELEVANT point is ADVANCED
COMPETITIVE research was held back so private
individuals could experience personal gain from federal
funding agencies. The agencies under PHS and NIH. So
UNFAIR COMPETITION is A VERY VALID claim and quite
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provable. Worse, funding new research isn't the aim of using
federal monies, its pleasing private cronies and private
interest gains. Proven, the tax payers funding NIH are being
cheated by the very agencies that should be safe guarding
them. Tell Michael J Fox , his public calls for cures for his
disease have been misused and he is suffering for nothing.
The breakthroughs he claims he wants have been held back
for bad reasons. So President Obama , it is time you
personally take a look at the very guide lines you are
claiming will help the American taxpayers : it is a good time
for a thorough review. No excuses.
Is this fair? Is paying bonuses to AIG executives fair?
The public thought not and you said you would like to see
the money returned. Do you really want advanced and safe
science benefiting society or are you going to continue
corrupt practises of cronyism? If you want the best then you
have to know you are getting the best; therefore, unlike AIG ,
you now have the opportunity to make sure all the writing is
checked before you go ahead and give away federal money.
You can truthfully assure the taxpaying public that you have
(this time )covered ALL the bases and answered all the
questions before you proceeded. That is why my case and
public examination IS important to your administration and
the taxpayers' of the United States.
Precedent : Avandia and the “RECORD” study. As of July
2010 the FDA may pull the diabetic drug, Avandia off the
market. There are talks about hidden results kept from the
public. This is EXACTLY the situation I am in with the
University of Waterloo and Yale. Please note as you
investigate deeper , you WILL find correspondence I had
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with the FDA also. Please note, unlike the “RECORD” data,
which many say is confusing, I was quite clear and to the
point. I had repeatable experiments that were SIMPLE and
CHEAP to do , and would have proven wrongdoing.
Apparently, the Federal Government of the United States did
not want such. I can only ask , WHY ? The Federal
Government of the United States is supposed to be watching
out for the interests of the taxpayers and consumers , not
billionaires who are lying to the federal government. Maybe
this is why dangerous drugs, like Avandia (also, Hemasol etc
etc ) are able to get on the market to harm people in the first
place. And it is a good reason to help me now and lay the
felony criminal conspiracy charges to DEMONSTRATE to the
American Taxpayer and Consumers who's side you are
really on.
Can President Obama be Bought by Special Interests?
As a good and honest person you will only be bothered
that the question had to be asked so that an injustice could
be corrected; if you aren't, it doesn't really matter, does it?
The question is asked so the public can judge all parties and
see if TRANSPARENCY and ACCOUNTABILITY are being
applied: they do not want their tax dollars misused any
more. The Tuskegee airmen and the syphilis experiments
have been cited as precedents but lets use other examples
to connect everyone. Dr. Devra Davis in her book, “The
Secret History on the War on Cancer,” notes two events
where money interests were put ahead of American lives by
the government(private agenda/gain over the public good).
1.The (then) secret formula for leaded aviation fuel was
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GIVEN to the Nazis by an American company with ties to the
U.S. Government. No one was ever tried for treason though a
serious crime was committed. So how many American
Service personnel of all ethnic and racial backgrounds died
who did not have to ?The public must consider the question.
2.American scientists KNEW that WWI mustard gas affected
the white cells of the body, and this would become the basis
of chemotherapy BUT the U.S. Government kept the research
classified/secret until the late 40s. Again, how many
Americans died that did not have to?
What has been established is that federal U.S.
Government personnel have allowed criminal and unethical
activities in the past that were not in the best interests of the
American public and taxpayer. Factual documented
precedents. And no one was ever held accountable.
Therefore, my present day claims of wrongdoing by U.S.
Federal personnel to obstruct justice and cover up wrong
doing ( to be part of a CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY) are very
reasonable. And since I am a Reproductive scientist and
Embryonic Stem Cell research is a field of Reproductive
research then my concerns are very appropriate to bring to
you since you wish to establish standards and ethics for
same. Nothing sets standards like examples of wrongdoing
being examined in the open light of the public domain. And
even more pertinent is the question, Can President Obama
be bought by special interests and who could influence a
President?
Answer: the Government of Canada , the Universities of
Waterloo and Yale, and Trevor Eyton of U of Waterloo and of
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Brascan (electrical grid company division) and Douglas
Wright who sits on the board of directors of companies in
the U.S.(Com Dev), Canada and the U.K., and the Research in
Motion (RIM company : the Black berry).And these people
cause federal personnel in Canada and the United States to
lie (conspiracy per legal definition) and obstruct justice in
order to cover up scholarship felony fraud for numerous
reasons : all for private agendas and gain ,not in the best
interest of the public good or the taxpayer.
Brief Example how Corruption of the Past can Impinge the
Obama Government's Integrity.
Bill Clinton visited the University of Waterloo as President of
the United States. Was he paid for his appearance? Did the
money go to his foundation? Does this make President
Clinton the same as Representative Charles Rangel and the
ethical compromise/corruption controversy he is in ? How is
Clinton different from Rangel ?Any obligations he may have
accrued for this money to the University of Waterloo are they
now inherited by your Secretary of State, Hilary RodhamClinton ,and does this compromise her position to you?
Does this mean that the Secretary of State may be part of a
CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY as per the legal definition ?Does
this question necessitate a PUBLIC INQUIRY before
Congress? Taking private money from private interests
compromising anyone's service to the taxpayer is a little like
taking money from the Mob or the Devil, your soul is theirs
for as long as you are in office and the public can never be
sure who you are working for. That is the problem with
conflicts of interests.
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Specifically to you at the moment ,President
Obama,part of your recovery plans are to rebuild the power
grid in America, well Trevor Eyton is part of a large
company that already receives hundreds of millions of
dollars to do that in the U.S. now. So who are you loyal to?
The federal law and federal regulations or personal
agendas of Trevor Eyton and his cronies and their private
wishes ( to obstruct justice and cover up)?Can you begin to
see the complexity of the problem?
No Statutes of Limitations for Fraud Committed Against the
U.S. Government:The Clinton Connection Years. Concerns
involving Criminal Conspiracy are Presented .
Point of Fact: Research in Motion key Board of Directors,
Douglas Wright , Mike Laziridis, and Jim Balsillie plus others
were fined over 77 million by the OSC in 2009 for unethical
business practises dating back to 1996. HISTORICAL
PRECEDENT ! Wright was removed from the Board of
Directors as part of the clean up. FACT: Douglas Wright has
always had political connections (like backroom Chicago
style politics as practised by former governor Blagiovitch)
[aside from his business positions in Canada, US and UK]
being an UNELECTED cabinet minister of the Bill Davis
Government (named a library after him at UW).He was
Educational Adviser to former P.M. Brian Mulroney's federal
government circa 1988-92. He had considerable political
influence across a wide sweep.
Important Insert:PM Mulroney has recently been questioned
in 2009 on tax fraud evasion, and because of Canada's
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lenient fraud laws and cronyism he can not be prosecuted.
The speculation is , had he been subject to American law he
would have gone to prison. Another difference, Madoff gets
decades in jail, the Canadian fraud duo behind Lievent who
defrauded millions get only 15 years combined. Norburg
which defrauded thousands of investors of millions of
dollars faced a trial of over 700 charges and thousands of
pages of documents ended in a mistrial January 2010. Some
allege this may have been done on purpose so the judge
will not ask for the charges to be re-laid. So you can see why
Douglas Wright would have such a cavalier attitude to
committing fraud.
POINT OF FACT: Jim Balsillie ,CEO of RIM and an
acknowledged protege of Douglas Wright has been
declared “untrustworthy” by two American businessmen in
depositions given in bankruptcy court regarding a sport
team conflict where Mr. Balsillie was trying to buy a team.
You must further note that the NFL sports league was also
philosophically opposed to Mr. Balsillie. And of further
interest, the RIM contract procedures in Canada for its
employees is questioned as being in violations of human
rights principles. This must be seen as the “spiritual”
direction ,or ethical lack that can be traced all the way back
to the former head of the University of Waterloo, Douglas
Wright. In summation , I've had to deal with people that
society publicly acknowledges to be unethical and
untrustworthy. That must be seen as very significant in your
considerations .
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The important (time period) connection of Brian
Mulroney, Douglas Wright, and Bill Clinton is the Centres of
Excellence scheme and the Tainted Blood Scandal. The
Tainted Blood was processed in Canada using contaminated
blood from Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton's prisons to
make money for a private company: that is why the
Canadian doctors in charge refused to stop shipping the
blood (profit loss).Hence is shown a chain of connections
and familiarity (“6 degrees of separation”). A link to
Criminal Conspiracy .
Point of Interest : the great American science fiction writer,
Issac Asimov died of AIDS as a result of a blood transfusion
during his heart operation. People all over the world
suffered .And Douglas Wright's mantra for the Centre of
Excellence scheme was , “ millionaires wandering the
hallways of academia.” Not cheaper healthcare or new
medicines , nor high safety standards, but the acquiring of
personal wealth. The very mantra that caused the housingcredit bubble that has hurt America so much right now. And
Americans are starting to ask, “where is the Obama
recovery?” Where is the leadership?
Public Fact: after a lengthy trial where it is speculated that
the officials deliberately lost critical pieces of evidence , or
it was ruled inadmissible, no one was ever held accountable
for the deaths and harm(from the Tainted Blood), and all
were acquitted. Wrongdoers appear to be protected by the
federal authorities who are supposed to be enforcing the
laws and regulations. Repeat; no wonder Douglas Wright has
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such a cavalier attitude towards committing fraud. Second
point, what does Bill Clinton feel he's obligated to the
Canadian federal government for over this affair? To the
University of Waterloo? Is the protection of former President
Bill Clinton a basis for criminal conspiracy allegations ?
At the very same time as the University of Waterloo was
committing NIH scholarship fraud for J.C.M. Riley , Yale was
prosecuting a young man who fraudulently acquired
scholarships to go to Yale: he had done very well
academically and his only mistake was telling everyone
publicly and saying Yale wasn't so hard. Yale was threatening
him with prison and lawsuits if he didn't return the money
etc., etc. So to have The University of Waterloo scholarship
fraud become public at the same time, with a prominent
Prof. Dr. Behrman of Reproductive science indicted for
plagiarism etc would have knocked the wind out of Yale's
sails, and the young man may even have counter sued for
many millions of dollars. Basis for a conspiracy (involving
the federal government)to obstruct justice and a conspiracy
to cover up. Motive.
Famous Yale alumni: Bill and Hilary Clinton, George Bush,
Dick Cheney (didn't graduate but stayed out of Vietnam) and
Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor(Yale law school).
Since human rights and civil justice are involved, we must
ask Justice Sotomayor if lying for money is fraud? And if
research described in official documents as being so bad it
is compared to feces, is excellent?to receive scholarship
money to go to Yale? Historic precedent: Afro-Americans
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and Hispanics were often denied justice because no one
would stand up for them and enforce the law truthfully and
fairly; all I am doing here is giving President Obama and
Justice Sotomayor the opportunity that everyone says was so
easy to do in the past but racists wouldn't allow people to
because of social pressure. The only pressure here is to
cover up federal fraud/ criminal conspiracy which may
involve prominent American politicians. I have asked
everyone this very same question for several years now,
without prejudice to anyone's background.
POINT: At the same time that U of Waterloo President
Douglas Wright committed federal fraud by lying for J.C.M.
Riley to receive the fraudulent NIH scholarship to go to Yale
where he and his sponsor , Dr. H. R. Behrman could
plagiarize E.A. Greenhalgh's research , Yale was also
involved in another fraud, the Vineland Map Fraud. Yale
professors had been scammed into believing a fraudulent
map of viking origin was real . Yale staked its reputation on
it. Facts indicated otherwise, Yale would take the matter to
court etc., to save face rather than admit scam. This is a very
important historical precedent because Bill Clinton, George
W. Bush and Dick Cheney are all Yale alumni more or less,
and several years later false maps, photos, and documents
will lead the American public in the search for WMDs into
war with Iraq. This demonstrates very clearly the effect of
fraud and false assurances and the very real harm that does
follow. Lying does hurt people and real harm does result , so
lying should not be covered up and go unpunished. Douglas
Wright is a liar who suppressed cancer and AIDS research
for personal pleasure and gain. The US government in its
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quest to protect Yale has suppressed research of VERY
serious consequence to the future security of the American
people and the world. Lying hurts real people! And proves
allegations of criminal conspiracy as per the legal
definition.
Precedent : Corporate Fraud vs. Private Citizen Fraud.
It is alleged that the U.S. Government refused to prosecute J.
C. M. Riley for the NIH scholarship fraud because rich
politically connected people from Yale and Waterloo
influenced (legal definition of criminal conspiracy ) former
President Bill Clinton and/ or his government NOT TO.
People of privilege over-ride the law. This must be seen in
CONTRAST to Adam Wheeler who in May 2010 is being
CHARGED by Harvard (your Alma Mater, President
Obama ) with faking his way in,”FALSELY “ MAKING CLAIMS
FOR FINANCIAL AID , GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS! Gee,
what is the difference here ? Riley vs. Wheeler. Riley had
political and financial connections. Are you going to STAND
for this President Obama ? Or are you beholden to the same
financial and political cronies that protected Riley in the first
place, and may have caused former President Bill Clinton to
enter into a Criminal Conspiracy ? Will you become part of
the Criminal Conspiracy ?
RESEARCH AND THE PRINCETON EXAMPLE:
Looking for justice and to promote the research I have
been in contact with many, many people. One such person
was Dr. Shapiro of Princeton whom Bill Clinton appointed as
an Ethics Adviser on an Ethics Commission for the United
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States Government. The fact of the matter is that Dr. Shapiro
replied to my concerns regarding the fraud and plagiarism
in a do nothing fashion: “your concerns have been noted in
committee” or words to those effect were sent back to me.
Please note the many people , including pharma who said
my research appeared important but , they did not do
research in Canada. So why not do the research in the US
and benefit Americans? Dr. Shapiro had this information
available to him and his committee but he was uninterested.
Why? It must be noted that a short while later Princeton was
involved in a scandal with Yale. Apparently, someone in
Princeton's administration hacked into Yale's computers in
order to get the names of students eligible to receive
scholarships. The allegations were that Princeton was
interested in the money these students could bring. Have we
answered the question why Dr. Shapiro wasn't interested in
the research I was offering? And he was a President Bill
Clinton's appointee. Documented facts. So he should be
given the public opportunity to answer the questions of : is
research described as feces , excellent? Y or N ? And is
lying for money fraud ? If he was pressured by former
President Clinton, then the allegations of criminal
conspiracy may have more serious consequences. Or,did he
simply tell Yale to drop the matter against Princeton
,otherwise he would have the charges by Greenhalgh
publicly investigated : did he use black mail against Yale?All
very serious allegations, wouldn't you agree,President
Obama ?
WHO ELSE IN THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT LIED ?
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The question is very important because part of the
Criminal Conspiracy was to escape accountability and
justice by outlasting the statutes of limitations law : if they
weren't held accountable in time then they would never
be .The allegations become that politicians (possibly,
former President Bill Clinton ) in the course of a Criminal
Conspiracy ordered/ implied/hinted or WHATEVER caused
Federal U. S. Personnel responsible for enforcing federal law
and regulations not to do their jobs so NO ONE ; The
University of Waterloo, Dr. Douglas Wright, Dr. J. E.
Thompson , J.C.M. Riley and others would not be charged
and the WHOLE thing would just disappear in TIME . So part
of the Criminal Conspiracy was not to do a proper job and
ignore evidence ,regulations and anything : to simply
dismiss the whole thing.
OBVIOUS QUESTION : so what good is any apology by Sec.
Of State Hilary Clinton and HHS Sec. Kathleen Sebelius
made this fall of 2010 regarding the US syphilis
experiments and the mental patients in Guatemala 60 years
ago?
ETHICAL CRIMINAL INSERT : Douglas Wright is a friend to
former PM Brian Mulroney who just beat the rap for Tax
Evasion because of his old employee, President of the
University of Waterloo David Johnston would not allow a
public inquiry ask questions regarding criminal actions .
This must be seen as professional obstruction of justice.
Johnston was chosen to replace Douglas Wright. Douglas
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Wright has been investigated by OSC for unethical action
regarding his participation on the Board of Directors of Rim
and with holding income etc etc dating back to 1996.
Douglas Wright also sits on the board of American
companies such as Com Dev receiving income from
American based sources. Precedent, another Canadian
found guilty of felony acts by an American court is Conrad
Black (especially obstruction of justice) . Black is now being
investigated by the IRS for TAX EVASION. I strongly suggest
given how Brian Mulroney simply decided NOT to report
income , and he is good friends with Wright , and Wright has
been found wanting for wrong doing with COMPENSATION
by the OSC there is a BASIS with Wright's ARROGANCE and
belief he is ABOVE THE LAW that he may have pulled a
“Mulroney” in reporting his American income . So given I
have proven Douglas Wright to have already LIED (in
writing ) to the American government for money and
believed he could evade justice through friendships and
Criminal Conspiracy, the IRS should THOROUGHLY REVIEW
Douglas Wright as they are Conrad Black. END OF INSERT
And part of the Criminal Conspiracy is to try and make
everything too complicated to follow to a conclusion ;
therefore, I will NOT provide the excess of information /
evidence as I have in the past. The huge bulk of evidence is
already available to you through the auspices of the DOJ and
PHS and the public can see much of it on my website too.
Any missing pieces will be supplied upon request. So to be
brief only a specific few will be high lighted to support the
allegations . They are : ********************************
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1.Insp. Gen. June Gibbs-Brown
2.DOJ Deputy Chief Jo Ann Farrington, Dept. Of Public
Integrity
3.Mary C. Spears and John Dockery of CD Fraud Section
of Investigation
4.Director Duane Alexander of Natl Inst. Child Health and
Human Develop.
Deputy Chief Jo Ann Farrington , I quote, said ,”and what
wrong doing did they do?” Excuse me, but lying for federal
money is felony fraud!!! BUT what is worst, (and noted later)
is that Yale (2009 )“Yale WINS MILLIONS of dollars in
funding for ovarian cancer research. You have to read all my
research proposals but when you start adding up the money
you will start to reach billions and to that you have to add
ALL the cancer deaths. Wright by lying for US tax dollars has
caused greater harm than can be first imagined. So what
crime did Madoff commit? If you stopped him at the first
fraud would it have stopped the BILLIONS ? It is called the
deterrent effect of the law, and is what the public depends
on the law officials to enforce for their good. How did this
person get to be a deputy chief of the Department of
Justice ?
Culture of Lying and Cheating for FBI Precedent :
28 July 2010 FBI Director Robt Mueller defends FBI (before
Congress) over Test Cheating ,he does not know how many
agents cheated on an IMPORTANT exam on bureau
policies ,... , and raises questions about whether the FBI
knows its own rules ,....., and Mueller doesn't know how
wide spread the problem is . Mr. President if the FBI will
cheat on civil liberties of Americans on surveillance, why
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wouldn't they enter into a Criminal Conspiracy to cover up
criminal fraud by academic institutions since they have no
problem with cheating on tests ?
Chief Mary C. Spears and Investigator Dockery said they
had investigated and could find no wrong doing. Excuse me,
but he received the COURIER material on a Friday and
made his decision on the weekend (what government
employee works on weekends ?) : the very weekend that
Former President Bill Clinton and Newt Gringrich had their
fight which closed down all the federal offices/services . You
will find this discussed in material dated 20 Nov. 1995 citing
“BUDGET FURROUGH..” How did he request any(thing)
information, especially the material I have only discovered
to be with held by the Government of Canada. This lays the
foundation for a very STRONG allegation that the federal
personnel has LIED in writing ! A serious felony since
charges of felony fraud have been OBSTRUCTED by these
actions. And this goes farther to the allegations of Criminal
Conspiracy : had he acted under ORDERS from former
President Bill Clinton, himself ?Did former President Bill
Clinton order the U.S. Inspector General , June Gibbs-Brown
to cover up the felony and close the investigation to protect
Yale and Waterloo universities ?A very serious allegation ,
but quite provable when all the participants are REQUIRED
to answer the questions : 1. Is research described in official
government documents as FECES, excellent? Y/N ? And is
lying to the federal government for money, felony fraud ?
Y/N ? The answers are obvious !
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LEGAL PRECEDENT : Rep. Charlie Rangel says he's not
guilty of any ethics violations under the 2010 Ethics
Investigation because all monies he received from
corporations, foundations and wealthy donors went to the
Rangel Centre of City College NY Foundation to support
academic programs in public service. If former President
Bill Clinton was receiving, or the INTENT of a PROMISE
(“something down the road”) of monies or donations for the
future to any foundation he may establish,HOW IS BILL
CLINTON ANY DIFFERENT THAN CONGRESSMAN
RANGEL.?
And Director Duane Alexander who could not find
wrong doing,why hadn't he requested the federal material
which states the Carlson Riley research to be so bad its
FECES ? This would strongly support the allegation that he
was acting in a Criminal Conspiracy to cover up wrong
doing from felony fraud , to others.
BUT an Inspector General of the United States being
DERELICT OF DUTY and involved in a CRIMINAL
CONSPIRACY : that is very serious. And was it at the behest
of former President Bill Clinton ? Even more serious !!!
The official documents that I have requested PM Harper
to release describe the research that was used to request US
Federal funding as FECES !!!! FECES IS NOT EXCELLENT !
This proves that the University of Waterloo signatories, Dr.
Douglas Wright and Dr. J. E. Thompson lied in writing. They
lied for federal US monies and THERE IS NO statutes for
felony fraud committed against the Government of the
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United States. And the deterrent effect of enforcing the law
helps to protect the people of the United States. President
Obama you are beholden to the American taxpayers and
voters and public in general to ASK the four above named
(Inspt. Gen. Etc ) why they didn't cite these papers (material
evidence) in their findings as it CONCLUSIVELY proves
felony fraud . Now it serves to PROVE CRIMINNAL
CONSPIRACY TO OBSTRUCT JUSTICE . And now the
documents have been made known to you, President Obama
, and as such with the serious allegations demand a full
Federal Criminal investigation ! That is , unless you had
discussions with PM Harper at the G20 regarding the same
and promised not to , then you are part of the Criminal
Conspiracy as defined in law. I truly hope that is not the case
.
And there is more, but that would complicate matters ,
and the concerns need to be kept simple so a NEW PROPER
Criminal investigation can be started . The above are very
serious and demand federal action/response . You, sir , have
been made aware.
But why do any of this ? One, they are criminals and as
such are bad for society, isn't that enough ? Two, they black
listed me and suppressed the research, and if they hadn't
done this, I would never have uncovered any of the material
proving all the wrong doing. I would have gone on to do the
research; so if you want to “blame” anyone for me contacting
you this way, BLAME the criminals . Therefore, to continue
the research I have had to overcome all the wrong doing and
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oppression. That is why.
Why should you do this? It is the RIGHT thing to do , and
because of the research and what it may lead to .
My research proposals are public domain and serve to
prove what I was capable of , but more importantly a
continuum to the present. So it is no good to say others are
doing what you had proposed but they are current and up to
date. Wrong. By asking the journal Annals of Oncology
,Editor in Chief ,Prof. J.B. Vermorken (see enclosed) to
review my past work for plagiarism you will see 1. how
advanced my theories were, and 2. how the research has
continued to be advanced and its importance today. For
example, the Global Climate Change controversy will have
ramifications to all governments policies for the future, but
,rather than saying they are wrong, I will say they have
misinterpreted the data and the effects they are seeing. So
conclusions being formed are not necessarily the best. And
instead of losing money , if you listen ,jobs will be
generated.
POINT : ANYONE WHO WOULD BLOCK CANCER AND AIDS
THEORIES IS A FOOL ! THEY MAY BE RICH AND POWERFUL
, BUT THEY ARE FOOLS ! The new research theories have
already been considered by Noam Chomsky of Boston
College, Kyoto winner, to be of “phenomenal importance to
mankind.” AND FOOLS WILL BLOCK THIS RESEARCH
BECAUSE THEY ARE TOO STUPID TO UNDERSTAND.
President Obama , I hope you will try to understand .
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Pointed Example : Is there anything more dramatic than
watching the air planes crash into the Twin Towers ? Have
you asked Disney or Hollywood to set rewind and take it
back ? Silly , stupid question, no one can do that ! NO ONE !
The only choice humans have is to prevent disasters before
they happen . BEFORE THEY HAPPEN !!! Once several new
diseases emerge , air borne and water borne arise for
which mankind has NO IMMUNITY IT WILL BE TOO LATE !!!
And Disney and all of Hollywood won't be able to re-wind
the film . My point is that too many people in the present
world are delusional and have no concept of reality and
believe life is like in the movies and everything can go on
forever as it is now . Most people don't realize that the last 50
years of human , world , history is an exception and not the
rule. But everyone believes that is how it is and how it will
always be . There is no good reason for it to continue
UNLESS we work hard and ensure it continues , and my
research theories say we are running out of time and must
act NOW. All the nations of the world must act together in a
coordinated matter to save the human race , because that is
what the stakes are . Now the world needs a new Roosevelt
and Generals Marshal and Eisenhower more than ever. I
have chosen these people as examples because they were
able to coordinate great materials and peoples , but more
importantly, especially, Eisenhower, able to get
“personalities “ to work together. And that , Sir, is what , YOU,
will have to do .The world, very divergent nations , China,
Russia, the EU, the Saudi money, plus others are going to
have to understand the grave danger facing mankind and
over come very serious differences to work together to save
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each others selfish interests, but more importantly, the world
for the human race.
Time Insert : 11 August 2010 , New Superbug GENE could
spread widely, so says the headlines describing the multidrug-resistant bacteria ( with the NDM-1 gene) that people
are bringing back from India and elective surgeries. Please
look at my research proposals and how long I have said this.
I am NOW talking about events worse than this , but please
note the real time event. NDM means New Delhi mutant
where the disease was first reported. The disease has
targets of the LUNG and INTESTINAL TRACT : air and water
borne media. Recall my comments on the emergence of
new diseases . And this superbug moves from East to West,
just like SARS a few years earlier. These are WARNINGS and
the human race can't continue to disregard such warnings.
So a later discussion will outline AIDS (turn of 20th century
from apes ) and cancer , turn of the 20th century industrial
pollution to 1919 Spanish Flu to SARS to this ( and a side
discussion of the anomalies , Swine Flu going west to east
with few mutations as if it was a released experiment
:similar to radioactive hydrogen in subways during the 50s).
Very serious discussions on the extinction of the human
race.
Let me express what you are thinking right now, “Who
the HELL DO YOU think you are ?” “And why should I listen
to you?” Good question, and the answer is I'm the person
whose work is so GOOD that Yale has plagiarized it and is
receiving millions of dollars worth of grant funding for
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it !!!!!!!!!!!!! So my research theories are so GOOD that Yale
will PLAGIARIZE them and cause the United States Federal
Government to enter into a CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY to
cover the wrong doing up . That SIR, is who I am !!!!!
PROVE IT !
OK .
In the material I have sent ALL governments you will
come across a letter from Dr.G. L. Nicolson (then ) of M. D.
Anderson Cancer Centre and a very prominent and
respected scientist. In the material circa 1986-88 you will
see his reply regarding the Cell Death Signal Gene Theory ,
where I explain how there are genetic sequences which
have been circumvented by cancer and if these could be
corrected and the immune system could be restarted, then
there would be NEW treatments for cancer . Dr. Nicolson
replied that he could not comment on such a new theory but
recognized its concept. Please note , DOCUMENTED
evidence citing NEW THEORY!!!!! Circa 1986-88 . Twenty
two year ago !!! Now read the following :
From Medical News Today 23 Jan. 2009
By the time it is detected in many women , ovarian cancer
has already spread to a point that makes treatment
,...,impossible,......, in a boost to their efforts to improve
ovarian cancer detection and find a cure ,... Yale School of
Medicine,....Gil Mor , M. D., and Alessandro Santin , M.D.,
have won over $ 5 million in federal and foundation
grants,......Mor will use ,... to better understand the
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mechanism by which ovarian cancer resists CELL
DEATH ......the idea is to develop new therapies that will
target cell death pathways and reverse the resistance to
chemo....This work will focus on how a tumour
influences the IMMUNE SYSTEM to promote its own
growth ......
You may well say who cares , because irregardless that
Yale and others have PLAGIARIZED your ideas and theories ,
we have the research now and people are doing the work?
YES, NOW, but how many have died who didn't have to ?
Doing the work NOW. Well you could have done the work
over 20 years ago. Medicines and cures could have started
say, circa 1992 or 1996. So , the US government's action to
protect Yale and Waterloo has HARMED the American
people, in more ways than one. Above , I said I sent my
research proposals out so , either I would get help, or , not,
then people would PLAGIARIZE the work and it would get
done sooner :the concepts are therefore, PUBLIC DOMAIN.
Any patents anyone may claim based on the Cell Death
Signal Gene Theory , and restarting the IMMUNE system
belong to the PUBLIC DOMAIN .And by approaching you
now, President Obama , this will help lower health care costs
because the medicines can be produced cheaper since the
patents will be OPEN in the PUBLIC DOMAIN .And , was this
one of the reasons that former President Clinton may have
caused the people under him, Inspector General's Office,
PHS,NIH and DOJ personnel to enter in to a Criminal
Conspiracy, to cover up so people could get rich off of
patents that they DID NOT work for? Did Bill Clinton instruct
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people in the Federal US government to CHEAT in response
to the pharmaceutical lobby and people getting rich off of
exclusive patents. Did Bill Clinton receive monies from the
pharmaceutical lobby ? This strongly supports the
allegations of Criminal Conspiracy .However, another
reason to approach President Obama now, is to benefit the
American taxpayer. Precedent : Mattel vs. Bratz. The man
who invented the Bratz dolls once worked for Mattel. Mattel
sued , successfully, saying, irregardless of his leaving the
company, the idea was a DIRECT offspring of work he did
while at Mattel. Similarly, ANY FEDERAL funding Yale (or
other) may receive for research, any medical product , or
medicine that may be DERIVED from it is owned by the
original FUNDER, the American taxpayer. So if Yale develops
any Ovarian Cancer Cure , part of any profits must be seen
as DIVIDENDS to the ORIGINAL investors : the American
Taxpayers. BUT you argue that it will kill incentive to
discover cures FASTER ! I will REMIND you, SIR, I was black
listed and suppressed and the research was held back AT
LEAST TWENTY YEARS. In direct contradiction to the claim
of hurrying discoveries , it did the EXACT opposite! Had the
federal government enforced the law as required the
American taxpayer would have benefited greatly, and some
may even be still alive ! These are GOOD reasons to
approach you now, sir.
Again. Review your own comments concerning federal
funding of embryonic stem cell research : to find cures faster
; well SIR, I have proven that the federal government funding
agencies of PHS/NIH do exactly the opposite. The lawsuit
may be very timely for an over view of federal regulations!
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There is much more , and , for this reason I am asking that
the Annals of Oncology be asked as an outside expert
( just like Dr. Nicolson from M. D. Anderson Cancer Centre
originally was but was over turned by the criminals I've had
to face) to review all the relevant material. Please don't lose
your perspective : this is being done to establish my
reputation that has been SLANDERED by malicious
criminals so you will seriously consider the new research
theories.
HOW MANY WOMEN, AND PEOPLE IN GENERAL ,
HAVE DIED FROM CANCER THAT DIDN'T HAVE TO
BECAUSE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ENTERED
INTO A CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY? THAT IS NOT
SUPPOSED TO BE THE JOB OF THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT, ITS SUPPOSED TO EXPOSE FRAUD
AND PROTECT THE PUBLIC !
YOUR ANSWER , PRESIDENT OBAMA .
Which leads us to Dr. Anthony Faucci and his new ideas
and new people . Funny he never answered anything I have
ever sent him . Maybe you should ask him why? Also ask
him to answer the pertinent questions ( is research
described as Feces excellent ?Y/N ? ,........) Long story
short, Dr. Faucci since he has been in charge has FAILED to
cure AIDS. How long has he been in charge ? Over 20 years :
point of fact he has FAILED.
PERSPECTIVE : President Obama the movie, “12 O'clock
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High” is used as a tool by industry to show leadership and
other values that are needed to get the job done. If this was
WW II Dr. Faucci would have been replaced a long time ago
because he couldn't get the job done. Fact, all he has done is
provide funding for friends and ensure he has a comfortable
job . This is a fact .President Obama you are going to have to
start selecting people who can get the job done because the
survival of the human race depends on it . You can no longer
afford bureaucrats : if this was a pro football/basketball
team what would you do ? When do you replace the
coaching staff for people who succeed? And this is why you
must review what J. C. M. Riley really represents . He
represents a research program that rewards nepotism and
incompetence as long as it has political connections; results
and breakthroughs are secondary. [ Chris Hedges has a
new book regarding society and says it is failing to
reward innovators but promotes students and academics
for rote ; not the ability to think and create] The world
can not afford this kind of luxury if mankind is to survive.
And Dr. Faucci is part of the problem, twenty years ago he
was asked about fraud in research and his answer was that
99.999 % of researchers were honest and ethical. This is on
the record; and also on the record is the number of scientists
who have been proven fraudulent. So Dr. Faucci has a big
disconnect from reality. Ask, your Secretary of State, Hilary
Rodham-Clinton, remember when she was campaigning to
bring the Korean who cloned a dog to America because
America needed new research. And he was proven to be a
FRAUD ! But her husband wouldn't help me who had support
from a prominent researcher at M. D. Anderson Cancer
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Centre .But they supported Riley , and 22 years later Yale is
citing how important Cell Death Signal Gene Theory is to
research !!!!!
Advanced research was black listed and
suppressed to cover up fraud. And Dr. Faucci is on public
record on needing new ideas . And he refused to respond to
my emails . Why? Excuses aren't acceptable. Allegation, he
doesn't want new ideas for answers to AIDS , just ideas to
maintain the status quo and continue research funding to
friends. That is not new .In six months I proved all the
research at the University of Waterloo was wrong. Fact. Now
Dr. Faucci is afraid IF I get help I might threaten his
reputation and money he has promised his friends. Is that
fair to the American taxpayers and people who donate
money to save lives ? Is it ?
American Icon Precedent Cited. I will ask you to send your
forces to MIDWAY, Faucci and others will tell you to go to the
Aleutians. Think about it,Sir :The new research theories are
much like Rochefort and the freshwater processor. I am
asking your help to do the necessary work ( new research )
to prove it. President Obama Cell Death Signal Gene Theory
proves that “AF” was Midway, now, Sir, The Viroid
Thermodynamic Theory on the Origin of Life (VTT) can win
the battle. Noam Chomsky, of Boston College, Kyoto winner
said it may be of phenomenal importance to mankind. Do
you launch the airstrike or wait for the Aleutians/Dr. Faucci ?
What would Admiral Chester Nimitz do ? Would he review
the documents and say,”these people have lied and
produced work equal to feces , while this guy has told the
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truth . Intel based on the truth is what we move on.” I believe
that is what your choice boils down to .
What Does VTT Mean and What are the Consequences.
The condensed version. Dr. Conrat-Frankel won the
Nobel prize in 1963 stating viruses are the origin of life. I
presented VTT circa 1992 at the University of Guelph , and
basically it states that viroids, smaller bps (base pairs ) of
viral sections formed the genomes of all living things as a
method of STORING ENERGY. Life exists simply to store
energy; and everything,EVERYTHING, is just a consequence
of energy storage . From all life forms to intelligence.
Intelligence is JUST a by product of life forms becoming
more complex. Intelligence is NOT necessary for life to
continue, so the human race's opinion of itself and
intelligence (being the penultimate of evolution) is greatly
over rated. In fact , in the greater scheme of things,
Intelligence may be on par with Creationism ; Evolution is a
living chemical reaction : in short : a mathematical construct
following a domino path to store energy. Chaos theory is
CENTRAL to its existence but to explain the detail is outside
of the scope of this letter : future research will explain it. All
that you have to appreciate is that BIG numbers are the only
things of consequence in Evolution's greater scheme of
things.
Do you think that you understand evolution, well you do
and you don't. You see bones on display and trees with
branches but you don't really see what evolution is . Forget
the bones, just look at the Base Pairs and forget everything
else. What was the simplest living thing ? A single cell
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creature. What is the most complex ? A multi-cellular
eukaryote. And there is a continuous linkage from that one
cell with a limited genome to the huge genome in ,say a
human. Essentially, in FACT, life has gone from a very limited
short chain of bps to miles of complex interwoven DNA ; how
it got there is irrelevant noise, what you have to see is the
direct linkage. The CHAIN grew by various forms of
ADDITION just like a chain is linked to get longer and
longer. Life is a very special form of continuous chemical
reaction storing energy. It expresses itself in many physical
forms that we see as animals and plants etc. ALL of which
represents the chemical reaction pathway. A Living
Chemical Pathway is Critically Important Concept to
Remember.
Sex to evolution is not as important as some consider : it
is a mechanism . Even longer story short,Evolution is
controlled and directed by DISEASE. Disease is Evolution's
messenger and controller. Sex may be a special derived
condition of disease ( sperm DNA entering ova is the same
concept as viral DNA part entering a cell ). Conservation
and interchange of mechanisms is very important to
Evolution. Cancer and AIDS are special conditions that
under healthy conditions SHOULD NOT BE SEEN. That we
are seeing these diseases in such numbers is not good for
the human race. They are warnings that a MAJOR
evolutionary event may be about to occur : THE
EXTINCTION OF THE HUMAN RACE.
Did the 1919 Spanish Flu pandemic develop in 1919 ,or
4 to 5 years earlier? Did you ever think about that? Or do
you believe that illnesses just spring up by magic out of no
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where? Most people don't think it through .And there were
reasons for its occurrence and development. Like Bubonic
Plague, and cancer and AIDS. Not magic, but scientific
mechanisms operating to cause the occurrence : all
Regulated by the Living Chemical Reaction called Life. The
important operating principle that you must focus on
is ,”REGULATED .” And ALL diseases are GENE SEQUENCE
SPECIFIC ,diseases are specific for species because of the
expression of specific gene sequences. Logical and simple
but most people over look it. This may be an overly general
statement but it is the beginning of understanding.
I direct everyone to see the BBC documentaries, “The
Planet of the Apes “, and “The Big Stink.” The first explains
how Earth once had hundreds of primate species but they
went extinct and there are only a few species existing today.
The second explains how the London sewer systems were
conceived and built and how it prevented disease and
helped prove the disease theory (mid 1800s). Both are
important to understand where mankind is today and how
disaster is facing us.
FAILURE OF INTELLEGENCE :
The brilliant scientist Stephen Hawking says in
CENTURIES ahead that it will be hard for mankind to avoid
a disaster of biblical proportion on Earth and man should
leave for the stars “if” man can stave off disaster for 200
years or so . Well, Sir, you don't have 200 years, you have fifty
or less . And when was the last time an American, or any
Earthling, set foot on the Moon. About forty years ago, and
given this incredible growth rate in space travel man is
going to get to a new Earth in less than fifty years ? I don't
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think so. The problem with physicists is they study systems ,
stars etc , which are billion, and trillions of years old. They
LACK the concept of reality ! The immediacy of life and how
death can occur in seconds. Biological living systems differ
from the living energy systems of stars in their time
relevance ; for example, the American Thomas Jefferson
thought it would take 500 years for America to inhabit the
West : fact, it took less than 50 years. Living systems are
incredibly fast ; especially new diseases , they spread , like
wild fire ( or like small pox among American Indians) . So,
Sir, given the private sector's efforts of developing space
travel over the last forty years I can categorically state that
the space escape theorem isn't even an option for mankind's
survival. We have to repair Space Station Earth here and now
( just like the astronauts had to repair the orbiting space
station themselves). So you have to start thinking about the
concept of the Great War to save the Human Race and the
Planet Earth with all the governments and private sector
working TOGETHER now: nothing less !
BUT WHY FIFTY YEARS ?
Fifty years is not as arbitrary as it first sounds, it is
based on the optimum healthy reproductive age of the
human reproductive cycle : 25 years old is about the age
where most humans are at their peak of health , strength and
stamina etc ; therefore , the best age to be parents, and 50
years are parents to grandparents . Two generations. And
two generations would give the optimum conditions for the
new emerging diseases to be totally TARGETED on the
human race. Totally targeted without any of the fail-safe
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mechanisms as found in Black Death or AIDS .
And as stated many times, according to VTT , disease
controls the rate of evolution, with the extinction of species
and the promotion of others. Unfit species cause the
generation of diseases which specifically target themselves :
hence , a species that is UNFIT for the environment proves
ITSELF to be unfit and is eliminated by mechanisms quietly
operating in the back ground ( which is why it is so scary
that we see cancers and AIDS ). And man is generating the
cause of his own extinction : I hope you listen to me in order
to prevent this extinction and the
“RESETTING/REBOOTING” of the living system .
THE WHY STATEMENT
Why Explain the Theory ,and Why the President of the
United States Must Listen .
Vic Zilmer,an engineer overseeing the Army Engineer
Corps rebuilding the levies in New Orleans said ,” the
Katrina disaster was the combination of the Power of Nature,
and the INCOMPETENCE OF MAN ! President Obama ,
these are the EXACT conditions which will lead to the
EXTINCTION of the human race unless we SERIOUSLY
(unlike the FIRST new Orleans levies) act now !
Historical Model : Mid 1800s the mayor of Paris was warned
of cholera in the drinking water and presented with a clear
glass of water as a sample . He had the average education of
the day, and declaring it clean drank it only to die a short
while later. He couldn't understand the New Germ Theory,
and I'm afraid most people will be no better able to grasp
VTT and the huge concept of the entire human race going
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extinct. Mind boggling.
Precedent : Greenhalgh Theories vs. Yale Plagiarism
The argument has already been made regarding J . C.
M. Riley (Waterloo) and H. R. Behrman (Yale) plagiarizing
the suppressed E. A. Greenhalgh research and theories , and
why political influence ( criminal conspiracy ) was used to
quash any investigation. However, the real harm to the
public due the suppression needs further demonstration.
Fact : reported 18 August 2010 , a team from Yale reports a
Chinese herb mixture helped protect patients with cancer ,
their intestine lining helping them to recover : reducing
inflammation while boosting the effectiveness of the
chemotherapy to kill tumours.
Long story short : as outlined earlier I turned down
chemo/radiation to apply herbal treatment and survived my
cancer better than the American bicyclist , Lance
Armstrong. I had sent out many research proposals
suggesting the use of herbs etc so the theories could
become public domain and help society . BUT MORE
IMPORTANTLY ,subsequently you can see reports from
many cancer researchers , including Yale , who just a few
years earlier were WARNING the public NOT to use herbs
with chemo as it may harm them and interfere with their
recovery. Why the change ?
BIG POINT : most big money research centres ( like Yale )
have been overwhelmed by the results from smaller centres
around the world who are reporting herbal results and are
johnny come lately jumping on the funding bandwagon .
MAIN POINT : Yale and Waterloo's suppression of
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Greenhalgh in their Criminal Conspiracy has harmed the
American taxpayer/public . Case proven .THEY WERE 20
PLUS YEARS WRONG ! AND THEY WERE WILLING TO
ACCEPT LIES AND FRAUD AND LET PEOPLE DIE OF
CANCER JUST SO THEY WOULD CONTINUE RECEIVING
FEDERAL FUNDING . THAT IS BAD ! AND CRIMINAL .
Time Insert :
Viriod Thermodynamic Theory and Cell Death Signal Gene
Theory and Embryogenesis AND findings of 2010
Perforin /”Death Protein”, ; How Cancer Hides to Survive
Chemo(interleukin-6); and “Cold Virus Clue Found” by
research groups reporting Fall 2010
Long story short VTT grew out of Cell Death Gene ,
both developing from observations in Reproductive
Endocrinology and Embryogenesis and the various stages
of fetal development. A baby grows through various tissue
stages with tissue being developed and absorbed (told to
stop- die: controlled death).I am not taking away from the
new research groups reporting now, and they can have the
opportunity to answer the questions of : 1. is research
described as feces ,excellent ? Y/N ? Is lying for money
fraud? Y/N ? Price of admission , so to speak. So Australian
and British scientists reporting (1 Nov. 2010) a “death “
protein which destroys rogue cells , and consider it a cancer
break through, must also consider , is this the same
mechanism which causes tissue changes seen as the fetus
develops. They are discovering a pre-existing mechanism
that I was already working on over 20 years ago. And when
Researcher , Joe Trapani said that perforin's structure was
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similar to bacterial toxins , suggesting that the human body
had learned its tactics from diseases themselves; isn't he just
confirming and validating my theories ?He goes on to say
the mechanism is conserved all the way back to bacteria.
AND, researcher,Michael Hemannn (MIT) explains how
tumour cells hijack protective proteins to stay alive , is
actually on the path to the explanation of how VIRUSES
become incorporated as GENES creating the GENOME as
VTT postulates. And similarly the British researchers (James
et al in PNAC) talks about a disposal system inside the cell
and protein TR1M21 and a natural defence system : again ,
related to incorporating genes into a genome. IS anything I
stated here a COMPLETE explanation? No. Just a
demonstration of where the research I propose is going and
its significance . Don't forget , all my past research talked
about interfering with the formation of viral components and
proteins to combat cancer, and how it relates to the viruses
associated with AIDS mechanisms. Black listing has hurt.
Complicated discussions over simplified but
necessary for the public debate meant to follow.
The doctors at Yale, and other facilities , who continued
receiving monies while Greenhalgh was blacklisted must be
compared to the doctors that ridiculed and suppressed
Semmelweis . Dr. Semmelweis was an early proponent of the
new germ theory and told his students to wash their hands
between operations so not to spread germs and save lives.
Unfortunately, his critics cared less for saving lives as they
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did for their personal prestige and power. And the point of
the Mayor of Paris drinking a glass of cholera even when
warned by a doctor who practised the new germ theory , so
you can appreciate my research was 20 years advanced and
solid so to seriously consider the warnings of VTT and the
Extinction of the Human race. Please consider this is NOT
new if you examine how long I have had the website and
other proposals being sent out. Now note the 2 Sept . 2010
article by Jeremy Hsu of LiveScience who wrote : “Mass
Extinction threat : Earth on Verge of Huge Reset
Button?”Compare that to everything I've gone through with
Yale et al ; I tend to be ahead of the curve sir, mainly
because I tell the truth , while my detractors bend the truth
to suit funding requirements. Think hard about that, sir! And
I am not talking about many different groups of species, I am
stating the HUMAN RACE will go extinct unless we start
acting now .
President Obama, you just (5th anniversary of Katrina )
reassured New Orleans that your Administration will NOT
repeat past mistakes so a disaster like Katrina will never
happen again. President Obama, Katrina must be seen as a
metaphor for an even GREATER disaster facing mankind;
one which the world is completely unprepared for :
emerging diseases for which mankind has no immunity!
And we must act effectively now , so will you listen, or will
you be another President Geo. Bush and run business as
usual : Mission Accomplished ?
President Obama being blacklisted and suppressed
means you can't do the research nor go to conferences to
present work , so there is nothing malicious, mischievous ,
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nor frivolous in approaching you now so the important
theories get the public attention they deserve. My situation
at the University of Waterloo was totally unacceptable ;
either I chose to lie and accept the fraud or I would never be
allowed to do any research. In fact one law firm informed me
point blank that the powers that be have said that I would
never work again in my life . I have no choice but to
approach you thus, but another example will make it even
clearer. Too many Afro-Americans forget how many whites
were in the equal rights movement fighting to create a
better , fairer society for all, so Sir, if you support the stand
that I should have lied in order to continue the work isn't that
going against FDR and the Tuskegee Airmen ? And further ,
what good is ANY research based on lies ? What is your
answer ?
Man is Generating the Cause of his Own Extinction.
Evolution : Resetting /Rebooting the Living Chemical
System.
What does VTT ( the Life continuum to store energy )
mean to EXTINCTION ? Why Diversity ? A Fail-safe to Restart
the Chemical Chain Reaction .
Big Point : Deepak Chopra plus NASA astrophysicists and
others report DNA particles in space dust through out the
universe .DNA molecules are everywhere and common. Yet ,
DNA are special particles with a very special
PREDETERMINATION (why?) TO ACTIVATE a Chaotic
/Mandelbrot type REPETITON sequence chemical reaction
growing the DNA chain longer to all the various life
forms/expressions we recognize as life. A very unique
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SEQUENCE Generator : a very simple but powerful concept
!
DNA is the SEQUENCE GENERATOR in a LIVING
Chemical Reaction which the concept of Chaos mathematics
explains how longer chains and complex organic molecules
( called animals and plants ) develop in order to STORE
ENERGY . The whole point of Life and ALL living things is
SIMPLY to STORE ENERGY . Life developed more complex
lifeforms in order to store more energy . That is all
.Everything else is a spin off of the chemical reaction and
energy storage : that is the ENTIRE point of DNA and Life
-energy storage . Even the evolution of civilization is a spin
off and SUBSERVIENT TO THIS TOTAL COMPLETE
UNDERLYING PRINCIPLE !
All life on Earth began with the “SEED” event of DNA
initiating ( point of beginning -chemical reaction starting
point) the growth of R/DNA chains storing energy in the
form of chemical energy (molecules, bonds etc ). There are
probably MULTIPLE starting points all over the Earth when
the planet's environment was capable of supporting the
INITIAL (CHEMICAL REACTION) EVENT. The proof is that
the event occurred and life exists : the living ongoing
continuous chemical reaction called life . A living continuous
chemical reaction MUST have mechanisms ( from the
beginning ) in place so that IT WILL NOT ( NEVER) run to
completion. This special reaction protects itself with FAIL
SAFE mechanisms preventing the Termination of the Living
Chemical Reaction (the reaction will never stop as long as
energy is continuously put in ) . As long as an energy source
( the Sun ) exists and there is a suitable and HEALTHY
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Reaction Vessel ( Earth ) exists then the Living Reaction
Persists . However, like ALL chemical reactions , it can be
TERMINATED ! Life doesn't “want” (predisposed to
continue) to Terminate (die ) , but termination (death ) can
occur if events are allowed to occur . Chemical reactions
are terminated/stopped by METABOLIC
INHIBITORS/POISONS :
industrial waste products , pesticides, sour gas
flares of oil wells, chemical dispersants like BP Gulf clean up
(rain from the Gulf said to reach Arkansas and the Dakotas),
cyanide, heavy metals from mining , industrial plastics (BPA
widespread in ocean water and sand ) etc., etc.
Plus other products from man's industrial processes and
munitions . And mutagens and radioactive agents (smoke in
Russia forest fires carrying Chernobyl radiation to the
world) which cause birth defects etc . World wide
distribution of BAD material that NEVER has happened
before in all of the Earth's history!!
Point : man is releasing these materials into the environment
in STATISTICAL quantities beyond any levels EVER in
prehistoric history, or EVER . Beyond the capacity for the
planet to absorb and METABOLIZE / deal with them . One
trigger of the REBOOT/RESET mechanism .
FIRST MISINTERPRETATION OF SCIENTISTS ON GLOBAL
CLIMATE CHANGE /WARMING
Fact : Global Warming is occurring , as it has many times in
the past through various ages of evolution of the planet.
Many factors are contributing to this, including man's
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activity. However, world flooding etc. is not the greatest
danger facing mankind ; and this must be understood in
order to prevent the human race's extinction . Dr. James
Lovelock of the GAIA theory and adviser to NASA ( and who
has also reviewed my research theories ) has stated “that
the Earth has a temperature .” The polar caps are melting
and the oceans water levels are rising; worldwide
recognized fact. The most obvious effect that scientists are
overlooking is that the planet is trying to dilute the water
concentrations of the oceans .The oceans waters are no
different than the blood plasma of any living organism and
for life to exist the plasma of living organisms have preset
concentrations of necessary electrolytes , pH. , etc to
support life .If a living organism (man etc) becomes slightly
poisoned his blood chemistry alters to dilute the poison to
lessen its effect so it can be metabolized out of the system.
The Earth is attempting to dilute the oceans to lessen the
impact of man's pollutions on its “blood chemistry
-concentrations” so life can function in it . To keep the planet
Earth alive. More and more water is being added to the
oceans to dilute the poisons. Ask Dr. Lovelock to explain the
GAIA -Living Planet – Theory to you since it is his work . So
long story short, yes the Planet is warming up and ice is
melting and CO2 levels are rising but all by themselves
these events are NOT the final agent of mankind's extinction.
People will die and suffer but the human race will not
necessarily go extinct just because of starvation, droughts,
and other side effects of Climate Change. These events
have happened over and over again and again in Earth's
history and the planet and life were able to ADAPT . What
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you must examine NOW is the Earth's diminishing ability to
adapt and absorb the CO2 : you will be shocked !
April 2010 , AP : New Study says ocean's chemistry changing
rapidly,
May 2008 ,AP : Ocean dead zones growing study says ,
March 2010, AP : What if all coral reefs die? Experts are
scared ,
July 2010 CBC : Phytoplankton vanishing from warming
oceans, {the oceans are the planet's lung !!! and food supply}
July 2010, AP : Hundreds of dead penguins dot Brazil's
beaches,
October 2010 , sharks, and rays are disappearing from
oceans,
plus many more but the point is emphasized ! All life came
from the ocean : ALL LIFE and ALL LIFE DEPENDS ON THE
OCEAN'S HEALTH !!! And the ocean's health depends on
the plankton .
VERY IMPORTANT POINT : THE GREAT BARRIER REEF IS
DYING , SCIENTISTS GIVE IT DECADES TO LIVE ! There are
several articles on this but the point I wish to make is that
the Great Barrier Reef (any coral reef ) is a LIVING
organism made up of of billions of living organisms and
cells , a direct analogy to a body , a human being , and it is
being killed by climate warming AND declining water
QUALITY from coastal runoff (agricultural
CHEMICALS ).The Reef could die in decades . A huge
organism(bigger than many countries) could die from the
change in water quality : GO EXTINCT !!! IN JUST
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DECADES .If this INCREDIBLY HUGE population of
INTERDEPENDENT organisms can go extinct, then so can
mankind ! This fact must come to the forefront of every
THINKING human's mind.
*** Just maybe, now, you will appreciate why Noam
Chomsky (Boston College etc, etc ) said my theories could
be of phenomenal importance to mankind ! ***
Important Point, one of the people who is guilty of Criminal
Conspiracy to commit US federal fraud and blacklist me and
my theories is Dr. Douglas Wright, former Chancellor and
President of the University of Waterloo, and it is very
appropriate to emphasize his public stand on handling
pollution and garbage ,“incineration.” This genius has
suppressed my research and human rights for over 20 years
( a death sentence really except I refuse to die ), and , so ,
has forced me to approach you this way. More pointedly,
though, is Wright's connections to corrupt politicians like
Brian Mulroney and other policy makers, especially in
regards to the oil sands. As you know from the deregulation
of the Gulf Coast oil industry that disasters occur, more
likely than not due bad practices. These practices aren't
necessary but squeeze as much money as possible by
bypassing environmentally proper techniques. The
Canadian Oil Sands are much the same : very very
harmful ,and politicians who are in the industry’s pocket
refuse to correct the problems even though the technology
exists; it just lowers profits. And the Canadian government's
role in the Criminal Conspiracy with Wright is that they
don't want to have to deal with honest scientists who tell the
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truth, hence they black list people like me. As of 7
September the CP reports, Study says birds dying in oil
sands at larger rates : 30Xs the rate suggested by industry
and government. I believe the public will see the issues as
so important to understand that this was the only way
available to me , and I had no criminal malice, nor mischief ,
nor frivolity intent . That is why this material will be made
public domain on the internet.
To understand the Evolution of Life you must re-examine
the Evolutionary Tree with all its spreading branches , only
ignore the phenotypes ( physical structures) and only follow
the genomes ( growing chain of bps ). Although there are
many branches they all link back as chains to the original
“Seed Event” (i.e., like all the branching wires in a large
building all go back to one fuse panel point ). Another
analogy is how the original PC had an “86” operating system
which evolved to a 286 to a 386 to a 486 to a Pentium to a
Pentium 5 to a etc. But all software is backward compatible
to the original first no matter how much software engineers
have made the programs elaborate and complex. The
concept of CHAOS mathematics/Mandelbrot patterns show
that although everything is wrapped in greater complexity
and complications a REPEATING REACTION EVENT occurs
over and over again as organisms evolve to different species
in changing environments. A repeating Chemical Reaction ,
albeit growing in molecular complexity ( animals and
plants).
Most Simple : Life is a CONTINUOUS Chain growing event ,
no matter the complexity being “Piled On “ , obscuring the
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obvious, the Original Generating Reaction . And in order to
protect this Chain Reaction , Life has built in a Reset/Reboot
Reaction , Extinction, then Restarts the system ( just like your
computer crashing but with chemicals). Species go extinct ,
BUT Genome Constructs do not (stop) unless ALL Life
terminates .
So giant dinosaurs disappear after the asteroid, but
birds reappear to continue the chain, but they are slightly
different. So even though the Reaction/System restarted the
species are slightly different because the Reaction Vessel
( Earth) is also different . What has remained the same is the
underlying Continuous Chemical Reaction. A very long
story to get to this point, if you have further questions, ask
me in person.
Briefly, all life forms from fish to amphibians to reptiles
to mammals have a “Prototypical” Genome Construct
platform from which everything develops off of. Not unlike
the idea that a simple wagon has four wheels from which all
transportation vehicles have developed no matter how
complex. And in the even of designing from scratch the
engineers always start with this most basic design/concept
first ( even if it's only hidden in their subconscious
thinking ). Therefore, in the event of any disaster requiring
the Reset/Reboot of evolution the Living Chemical Reaction
returns to the most basic available prototype and continues
on from there. More detail which explains the ever changing
competition between groups like amphibians and
dinosaurs/birds and mammals, but has to do with the
simplicity of the smaller group living in the shadow of the
larger group before the disaster, and is better able to
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develop faster. So you can have many extinction events (like
asteroids) with dominance being exchanged over and over.
Present day, man is POISONING Earth. These poisons
threaten to Terminate the Continuous Living Chemical
Reaction by simple chemical principles of chemical
completion of the reaction : basic A + B = C run to
completion chemical reaction. Metabolic inhibitor chemical
stops the over all “polymer” chain reaction. Very simple
stuff. All the industrial wastes and pesticides have been
briefly outlined above. And we are filling our lakes, and
rivers and oceans with this stuff as NEVER has been done
before in all of Earth's history. So , YES, Global
Warming/Climate Change is occurring and warming the
planet due to man's activity and natural events , but it is not
the greatest danger to man kind's EXTINCTTION : the
Reboot/Reset mechanism is .
HOW DOES REBOOT/RESET MECHANISM WORK ?
To understand this , you must understand my present
theory ( and why I validated/vindicated my past research)
,The Viroid Thermodynamic Theory on the Origin of Life
(VTT). VTT states that diseases ,viruses and bacteria ,control
the RATE of change in evolution. The Rate; fast or slow. And
UNFIT species go extinct because they do not “fit” in their
environment. They damage the environment so it can't
support them. What is starvation ? Yes, but that is an obvious
mechanism not necessarily tied to evolutionary change,
more a localized change. T Rex can starve to death in one
area but that does not prompt its change into a bird. Yes
there are several evolutionary events but I am focusing on
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this important one. If you note, I was able to tell the
University of Waterloo in just 6 months that a full professor
was BUBBLING air(oxidizing) into his experiment totally
unconscious , oblivious of the effect, and reporting
erroneous results. That is on record, so I don't want to split
hairs here with details, I will do the research in the future ,
but you forget I AM BLACK LISTED and so had to approach
you now this way. However, I am still establishing my
credentials and will not accept nit picking arguments , the
issues are too big for pettiness. Anyone wants to argue , then
answer the Q : is research described as feces, excellent,
Y/N? T Rex can still exist on another part of the same
continent. Too long to completely explain here (talk to me).
There are several mechanisms acting, but I want to
concentrate on the major one.
Disease as the regulating agent.
Fact , bacteria and viruses are always exchanging
genetic components of their genomes , so changing their
respective actions somewhat. They also exchange genes
with material in feces so becoming adaptable to the species
generating the feces. Present day fact : man is replacing
more and more species as we destroy their habitat , and
man has made the oceans open sewers where the majority
of the feces is human. The majority of genetic material for
viruses and bacteria to focus on is HUMAN GENES!!! So it
becomes a game of BIG numbers as I told you at the start of
this dissertation. Man has become the number one UNFIT
species and is threatening the survival of all life on Earth
and his actions are about to TERMINATE the living Chemical
Reaction called L:IFE. So Nature/Earth has in place the
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Reset/Reboot mechanism : disease to target the unfit
species. So mankind is TAGGING themselves for
Termination/DEATH to save all life on Earth. Several new
diseases , air and water borne will emerge with out fail-safe
mechanisms and man kind will be exterminated to the last
individual in less than than a generation or two. Maybe in a
few years, and I've explained we may have only 50 years to
stop it. Cheerful thought, would you like to prevent it?
Oh, what have I left out ? The oceans are not up taking
CO2 because the plankton are being destroyed, and
subsequent species along the food chain are dying off
( remember penguins ). All the mutagens generating
cancers , and all cancers are viruses because viruses
formed the genomes and come out under proper stimuli to
reform viruses etc etc. Which is a basis to cure cancer , but
also a warning because this is the basis for genome growth
and species generation and shouldn't be observed unless
something is wrong. Which are mutagens ,as mentioned
before. These mutagens allow viruses etc the opportunity to
cross over to species not originally the target. Example,
when did the 1919 Spanish flu pandemic start ( no this isn't
when is Washington's birthday type question, but just as
tricky), 1919 or a few years earlier? Essentially it started
several years earlier when birds intermingled with human
feces and munitions mutagens associated with war , and
voila , killer disease. Simplistic as all get out, but don't forget
I'm BLACK LISTED ! Help me prove this and other to save
mankind from a disaster.
And AIDS/HIV is more or less proven to have crossed
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over from apes due man's encroachment on territory in the
late 19th century, and has taken this long to incubate
( wonder drugs allowed people to live who would have died
off slowing its spread). And don't forget ,1/3rd are immune
carriers as explained on my website . We are seeing a
genome lengthening event and new subspecies (of humans)
, again theory with my explanation.
It was reported 17thSeptember 2010 that HIV in
monkeys is much older than first thought. The U of Arizona
said the slow evolution from killer virus to a harmless form
took a long time and has questions for HIV in humans
lethality and wonders why something that was harmless
became dangerous at the turn of the 20th century. U of
Arizona said we don't know what the “flashpoint” was but
there had to be one . And a good basis of my VTT research
,Sir. But there is more because we are talking about bp
viriod/viruses being related and incorporated into genome
type events. Scientists have reported mutant gene variants
in the Tasmania Devil cancers and report this may give clues
to finding cures for cancer. And Scientists ID 5 gene variants
LINKED to ovarian cancers. Big Point : why are people
getting more cancers in the industrial age than before the
turn of the 20th century? Are mutagens causing the gene
variant mutants in women or are mutagens activating the
cancers? Or both ? Essentially viruses give up their FULL
identity (complete length) to incorporate segments of
themselves to become genes in a genome : overly simplified
. Then some signal , from hormone ,hormone mimic,
mutagen etc causes the “gene variant” mutant or
improperly incorporated region , to re-emerge to form a
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virus which causes the cancer related events. And the
biggest clue in this concept is the EFFECT by RADIATION :
normally healthy tissue without mutations become
cancerous. The hypothesis becomes that the radiation
causes a break at a point were the genome was supporting
the viral component in a stasis condition but this is changed
and the virus factor can reform. Simplistic ? Yes, but the
implication to curing cancer and other health problems is
tremendous and should warrant help, NOT blacklisting and
suppression. Growth of the organism, healthy growth is also
a controlled viral incorporated event but it is time and
synchronized properly. See the importance of viruses as the
progenitors of life .? Very long story short : these events are
genome growing encoded events.
Murine (mouse ) cancer has recently been associated
with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome , and another inter-species
exchange taking place. The genome interchange
mechanism Etc Etc Etc , you really can't handle everything
that I HAVE to say and prove. What I am striving for is a
comprehension.,”Ah, it is a possible idea .”
Basic : Viruses and bacteria exchange genes so to target
more species , especially species which grow out of control
of other mechanisms (starvation, predation etc ) that control
them. They exchange genes in feces , especially when it
becomes abnormally concentrated in the environment
(remember see the “Big Stink” development of London's
sewers ,and the world's) ( and regular disease control no
longer affects that species : i.e., miracle drugs ). And more
exchange occurs when man puts his genome in GMOs This
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is a very special case which may speed up the emergence
of new diseases because what is postulated (hypothesized )
with cancer and AIDS is that there are special genome
MARKERS that limit this type of event so species targeting
by disease is limited. A FAIL-SAFE . However, we are
circumventing the safe guard (again) and are endangering
ourselves. This may have already happened , or about to
happen. A scary potential.
Everything is so incomplete but that is why my original
thesis must be reviewed by the outside journal to prove
what I can do against incompetent and criminal universities,
and impossible odds so you will appreciate what I am telling
you. Are you starting to see the harm NIH has caused by
supporting a lie to cover up a federal felony ?
In Short : New diseases are emerging because humans have
become statistically an abnormal population outside of their
naturally prescribed environment domain/set. Domain/Set
is that given natural conditions and effects (starvation.
disease, predation,exposure ) limiting population growth to
reproduction and natural cause deaths is how big a
population may grow and is LIMITED by
Nature/Environmental Conditions. So any population can
only attain a certain size and Nature and the Environment
has preset limits . Man has stepped outside of the Natural
Limiters. This is man's special ability that man has over all
other animals, the ability to change and shape his own
environment. Unfortunately, unless man uses his special
ability to save the environment, then the Fail-Safes that
Nature has built in for out of control species will kick in and
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eliminate man.
In short,man's contamination of his own environment is
triggering a Fail-Safe mechanism that operates unseen in
the background when other Limiters fail to function. This
mechanism saves all other Life on the planet while
eliminating the UNFIT offending species. This will be the
occurrence of SEVERAL (not one nor two ) air and water
borne new diseases for which mankind has NO IMMUNITY.
There is the “Butterfly Effect” to explain but the
mathematical model is much faster than the reality one
because mathematics are pure and real life has so much flex
built into it so that Lag Time and Saturation Effects/Buffering
must be explained. BUT , then you have Exponential Growth
to deal with, which is not good. So you really have a limited
time to act.
Do you want to stop it ?
Where Will the Money Come From ? See the material titled
“Planetary HOA Fees.” Outlined is how to do the necessary
while creating jobs and prosperity for everyone , sounds
like a win win situation . Will it be easy ? Was it easy for
Eisenhower and Marshal to get all the differing
personalities to work together ? No, but they were the men
needed for the big job of their day. This is the BIG job of our
day, and hopefully, you are the man for the job !
Essentially, what everyone must come to see is that
mankind has no choice. There are just two choices : correct
the situation, or DIE ! You can't put this off or even consider
mankind living through another “Dark Ages” , even if some
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foolish people believe governments can build survival
bunkers for the Elite to hide out in. The diseases will just be
too pervasive for any filters (air and WATER ,on such large
scales to support a human population and necessary food
animals , crops etc )to work to stop them all. No Dr.
Strangelove escape for anyone. The sooner everyone
realizes this fact the sooner man kind is saved from himself .
This is crazy ! No, Sir, we forget the wonder of miracle drugs
(which don't work anymore ) , and how far mankind is
removed from The Black Death Plagues : don't forget 1/3rd of
Europe died (many many many ) in a very short period of
time . And the ONLY reason anyone survived is because the
disease had a natural FAIL-SAFE built into it. Think what
would have happened if 1/3rd of mankind wasn't NATURALLY
immune to that disease. And don't forget our success rates
with the flu vaccines (NOT) and how quickly (very slow)
they are developed. Now think about the same scenario but
there is NO fail-safe and there are several very deadly
diseases. That is what we are creating and must stop.
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Elite rich people are appointing elite rich people/
cronies to committees on Renewable Resources,Sustainable
Growth and Green Committees etc etc etc but these are
CLOSED little groups or old loops of friends trying to be
“gatekeepers” to maintain their private status quo. They are
citing change as long as that change will NOT affect them or
their friends. All of the Elite keep thinking old thoughts that
it is to lower taxes on themselves while reducing real jobs
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and real wages but they don't have to invest in society
themselves. These faux think tank groups etc etc are not
about the necessary changes everyone will have to make,
but rather cosmetic facades to paint over the necessary
changes that must follow. New technology will eliminate
much of the old, just like the railroad concessions given to
Vanderbilt at the turn of the century were eliminated. The
railroad barons did poorly, but the rest of society changed
for the better. So as long as you have special interests
limiting necessary new ideas, all you will end up with is
ways for these people to hang on to their personal wealth
and status while they ignore the actual issues and real
problems that MUST be addressed ( just like the Elite
bourgeois of French nobility ignored the poor until the poor
lopped off their heads). Which is why my new theories
MUST be made PUBLIC DOMAIN . Open debate and full
discussion with complete transparency and accountability.
Specific Example : Jim Balsillie , a protege of Dr. Douglas
Wright ,of the University of Waterloo , both were fined by
the OSC for unethical actions dating back to 1996; however,
and more importantly is Wright's stand on the environment.
Wright is on public record as stating that the solution to the
garbage problem is incineration. Hardly good for Global
Warming. Further is Wright's connection to politicians and
their cover up of the pollution of the Canadian Oil Sands.
Again not a good stand. And the evidence proves that
Wright is a liar who influenced government to block
research of value to the taxpayer in order to experience
personal gain. So why shouldn't Balsillie continue what he
has been taught, after all , if this man will claim he has no
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knowledge of the Federal police coming to the Waterloo
university campus to investigate fraud, just how aware is he
of any matters. But worse, and more likely, is his willingness
to over look criminal acts in the name of profitability. So why
is it appropriate for Mr. Balsillie to be appointed to the UN
Committee on Global Sustainability ? Maybe everyone on
the committee is a sham and the public should question all
the members. For these reasons it is important that this letter
is made public domain on the internet so the public may
voice their opinions on matters affecting their lives and
livelihoods. And a very valid reason for approaching the
President of the United States in this manner.
#################
Proven fact : Dr. Douglas Wright, former Chancellor and
President of the University of Waterloo is a proven liar who
entered into a deliberate felony fraud for U.S. Federal funds
and gave , in premeditation ,deliberately false signed
assurances on official forms demanding full truth and
honesty in letter and SPIRIT . Felony fraud. Whether he, as a
member of various boards of directors (including Com Dev ,
military contracts with U.S. Federal government) or Trevor
Eyton of Brascan, or RIM, or others lobbied , and/or offered
monies to the U.S. Government , including former President
Bill Clinton does not change the FACT that he lied for
federal funds : felony fraud. Whoever caused the U. S.
Inspector General's Office and personnel under the PHS and
DOJ to obstruct justice to cover up the felony , entered into a
Criminal Conspiracy as defined under the law. And we must
use historical precedent to determine to just what extent this
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went. Former President Bill Clinton is ON THE RECORD for
stating , “I did not inhale,” and “I did not have sex with that
woman.” So the serious allegation that the President of the
United States may have been lobbied to cover up fraud must
be reviewed in such a historical context. And as such ,
DEMANDS the attention of the present President of the
United Stats, Barack H. Obama II . Anything less than a new ,
publicly transparent criminal investigation will be
considered proof of a new criminal conspiracy to cover up
in order to protect the old lobbyists. And , you, SIR, said you
would not have any more of that.
*********FINISH STATEMENT*******************
And the President of the United States. Barack H. Obama II
has been approached on issues of the the public trust,
health and safety,the law, integrity and ethics : the High
Ground. It is good ground to be on and to hold. All for the
Right Reasons
Thank you,
Very Sincerely,

Edward A. Greenhalgh

